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NEW~LETTEQ
JIM GILLESPIE, PRESIDENT

SPRING

1991

SAMUEL FUSTUKJIAN, LIBRARY DIRECfOR

FROM THE SAPL PRESIDENT

THE BIG EVENT

Crowded But Unbowed
Will a new and expanded library not be
realized until the tum of the century? As I
write, this question is entirely credible given
the fact of the Board of Regents' decision to
delay $840,000 in planning funds for the
new library until 1993-94. It is true that the
state Legislature could be persuaded to restore the planning funds to 1991-92, but I
venture no prediction in light of the state's
pinched financial condition and the uncertainty surrounding the priorities of a new
governor and diverse legislators. Perhaps
we should seek refuge in St. Thomas Aquina<; who said, "I am a man of one book."
Again and again we asselt the need for a
new library, usually supported by general
James R. Gillespie
observations of distress and pressures in the
existing facility.· The information below gives substance to the immediacy of the
problems and the sense of logic and equity underlying our claim for a new library.

Student Headcount
Number of Undergraduate
Class Sections
Number of Graduate
Class Sections
Number of Faculty
Assignable Libraty Space*
Volume Capacity
NumberofVolumes
Seating Capacity
•
••

T[lmpa

SanlSQII.l

Sr. P~t~

25,925

1,970

2,801

1,256

2, 190

97

174

58

732
1,226
237,215
800,000
778,049
2,500

26
59**
49,125
375,010
198,430
361

47
44***
23,305
125,000
127,353
300

34
12
27,230
150,000
131,431
450

FQ!l

M~~r.s

Space shown is appropriate assignable square footage (excludes slairways, elevators, rcstrooms, custodial)
Includes New College
••• Docs nOL include adjuncts or visitors

In comparing the numbers above, one might aver I rest my case, but the matter
is not that simple. But you see why the St. Petersburg campus and community
believe delivety is overdue.
It is customary to express optimism about this sort of thing, but frankly I have
no idea what the result will be of all the lobbying efforts by many good people. San1
Fustukjian can, of course, be forced to surrender his office for book storage or, in
the extreme, we can give as literal interpretation to Francis Bacon's insight that
"Some books are to be tasted, others are to swallowed and some few to be chewed
and digested." May 1991 be a vintage year for the Poynter Library!

Bookworms
&
Others
The Florida Antiquarian Book
Fair will be held Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, March 8-10, at the
USF Bayboro Campus Activities
Center, Second Street and Sixth
Ave. South. The Fair officials are
pleased wit11 the new site since, in
comparison to t11e hotels used in !he
past, it offers a greater open space
and better exhibition spaces for the
dealers and vendors concerned. 111is
year the number of dealers ha~ increased to eighty. Chainnan Mike
Slicker of Lighthouse Books states
that t11is will be a popular spot for
the booksellers coming from all
over the country and from overseas.
Marion Ballard, in charge for
SAPL, says that t11is year, in addition, d1ere will be four "artisans" or
binders to demonstrate their craft
plus demonstrations of marbling
end papers and od1er such exotic
skill~ along wit11 d1e usual free book
appraisal. SAPL volunteers will run
t11e admission tables and, as before,
all SAPL members will enter free.
This in indeed a great show, and
totally unusual, and it is hoped !hat
all members will attend. Facilities
for signing new members will be
available. Invite your friends so that
they, too, will discover t11e pleasures of SAPL.

l
FROM THE SAPL DIRECTOR
"I said that if ever war arose . ..it
would not be due to inevitable causes,
for I did not believe in inevitable war.
f said it would be due to human folly."
Andrew Bonar Law
Speech, House of Commons
6 Aug. 1914
What a year!
In spite of all attempt<; to generate
positive thoughts and look at the silver
linings presumed
to lie behind dark
clouds, a massive
t
shot of optimism
was needed to
meet the ne~ year
head on.
As you know,
this hasn't been a
great way to stmt
1991.
Saddam
Sam Fustukjian
Hussein carried
on his bnltal and barbaric domination
of Kuwait, kept innocent foreigners
hostage, and has forced a war which
has turned the whole Middle East into
an inferno.
There are other problems which were

FROM THE EDITOR
The Newsletter exists for the furtheraJ1ce of excellence of Poynter Library. Progressive growth is a necessity for this. Obviously, growth of SAPL
depends on interested members - the
more the menier and the more we can
do.

carried over from the previous year and
which still temper the enthusiasm we
are trying to generate. Some of these do
not have the noblesse and grandeur that
the world military situation has, or are
relatively small, provincial and even
selfish. But they are important to us
none-the-less. Among these are the
slippage of the library building backwards on the University's priority list
and the shortfall in State revenues,
which has adversely affected library's
book expense and OPS budgets and
vacant positions.
The 1990-91 academic year started
with lofty and grand plans which
quickly withered under the scorching
heart of multi-phased budget cuts,
euphemistically called "call-backs".
Across USF libraries the cuts have
effectively reduced the base monograph
budgets in half. The St. Petersburg
campus library lost two new positions
and has lost its ability to do anything
beyond maintaining its most essential
setvices. In all these situations, Provost
Meisels has come through as the most
genuine supporter of library book
budgets in the State University Sys-

In the last seveml issues of the Newsletter the emphasis has shifted somewhat toward occasional items and articles not immediately or directly concemed with its Poynter Library but in
the same general sphere. Exploitation

..
I

Encouraging the development of
writing skills at the undergraduate
schools of USF has long been one of
our aims. While the sponsorship of our
yem·ly contest in creative writing offers
only a modest prize, it always appears
to be well received and occasionally
we have been able to publish the work
of the winners for the year. The enthusiastic response of the students for a
chance of recognition is due, in large
part, to the able management and encouragement of our members Rita
Gould and Neila Eliason. This year
there were more than fifty entrants.

of locals and our own members has not
been done in the past. This present
issue now has original contributions
from three of us. In a sense, the papers
might constitute a small symposium, a
format not previously used. These arttides are interrelated in place and
time, dealing with
1 c~ lCt.L Yov
1MIIJ6
o
interesting
facets
ASWT IT .. , \T T/6-rK
of the Italian RenAWfUL!
aissance. This sort
of presentation is
not designed to set
any
precedent
since its potential
might build up to
an ill-affordable
luxury with our
limited membership and funds.
While these possibilities have been
discussed in a
number of board
meetings. it was
thought that a
rather spare issue
in the Fall might
deal more specifiby permission of the artist., Don Addis, and the St. Pelersburg Times.
cally with library

o..,e

It is hoped that members
will tell us of their tastes,
likes and dislikes ...

Reprinted

terns. And yet even he could only do so
much.
During the same period, the new library building plan, the number one
priority for this campus, was cruising
along successfully until behind the
scene negotiations pushed its planning
monies from 1990-91 to the end of
1993-94. This postponement not only
delays the construction of the new
building, but threatens the effective
support of other campus needs which
will materialize with the loss of Building B to make room for the new Marine
Science/DNR building. For that reason
efforts are afoot through the supporters
of the St. Petersburg Campus and its
Poynter Library, as well as USF, to reintroduce this project onto the current
year. This is a test that this community
ought not to fail.
Meanwhile we need to be tolerant of
a library that's more crowded, less able
to respond to your immediate needs
and staff that have red faces due to
tighter belts.
In summation, even though things
do seem gloomy, we are determined to
make the best of what's given to us and
pursue our mission to provide the best
service to our USF faculty, student<;,
staff and community.

affairs. In the Spring, there will be
more emphasis on contempory, histoiical, literary belles lettres or contlibutions of wider interest from within
and outside our own group - depending on the SAPL taste.
Rita Gould has recently received her
doctomte from USF with a dissertation
on Niccolo Machiavelli and for us has
written a scholarly and penetf'dting article on this complex and skilled man of
diplomacy, perhaps less noted for his
later humanism. Diane Lesko, Ph.D.,
from the Museum of Fine Arts, is well
known for her numerous lectures and
publications, and presented for us a fascinating paper on Titian, perhaps the
most superb of all painters. The third
figure of these times to be examined is
Pietro Aretina, a mscally old friend of
the editor.
It is hoped that members will tell us
of their tastes, likes and dislikes and
will also present contributions that
would be of interest to us all. Future
editors will always be happy for input
either with criticism or contribution.
James K. McCorkle, M.D.

FROM OUR STAFF
Once again SAPL has enabled this
library to accomplish something of
m~uor significance. When the new facsimile machine (FAX) is in place, we
should be able to achieve our goal of
guaranteed twenty-four hour delivery
of joumal reprints. The new machine is
able to send facsimile pages from a
book or journal in a single step. Now,
when we receive a request for a journal
article, we must locate the journal, take
it to the campus copy room in Davis
Hall, wait in line to make copies, and,
finally, place the single pages into the
fax machine. This double co pying
process is both expensive and time
consuming.
Precious time will also be saved by
sending a facsimile of the patron's request. We have been sending them by
electronic mail, which is fast, but the
process of typing in all the information
is slow, and there i<; always the chance
of a typing e1Tor.
The staff in the Tampa Campus Librdry will be able to do the same procedure on an identical machine. They
will no longer have to wait for Copy
Service to process their requests.
Once these new machines are installed and operating, we expect great
results!
Jackie Shcmnakcr
Acting Library Director

Haiku
Poynter
Library
books about Western
civilization; not much
Japanese books. Nippon way of writing and
reading different. Such
is reviewed here to refresh U.S. students of
proper way. Japanese
write and read top to
bottom, right to left.
Reference books and
scientific books may
print characters horizontally when necessary for Arabic number, Roman letters, formulae and so forth.
In Nippon print are
two types of characters:
common, Kanji, from
the 9th Century ideographic Chinese and
Kana in simpler type
represent
syllabic
sounds. The latter in two
forms: Katakana for
official
documents,
bills and advertisements, and Hiragana is
more cursive and used
in letters, newspapers,
magazines and so forth.
Arneiican ciitics say
Japanese poetics are
concerned with technique of euphony,
compression and ambiguity.
SAPL writes about
Renaissance. In Nippon, same time Titian,
Japanese write Haiku, a
seventeen
syllable
poem such as Matsuo
Busha.
Utter still ness
Sinking into the rocks
The cry of the cicada.
In Japan, for many
years there has been a
Haiku contest for which
many thousand people
write.
Struma Hashimoto
Osaka Agency

Irony and Satire in Machiavelli's The Prince
By Rita Gould, Ph.D

A prince, and particularly a new prince, must understand that he is unable to respect all
those qualities for which men are considered good. For to maintain his rule, he is frequently
obliged to behave in opposition to good faith, to charity, to humanity, and to religion.
Throughout
the
years Machiavelli has
been excoriated by
critics for advocating
immoralities in the
Christian/moral
scheme such as brutality, deceit, and sanctimony in The Prince,
a wmk that proposes a
methodology for the
establishment and governance of a principality. However, in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries when the author's
notoriety was being established, many
critics who were prone to condemn
Machiavelli for his work were familiar
with his writings only through secondhand commentary, and many had not
read
nor co nsidered any
of
Machiave lli's works other than The
Prince. For example, Machiavelli's The
Discourses, which deals with governance as does the Prince but the governance of a republic rather than a ptincipality, does not graphically nor ludicrously advocate violence, irreligion,
or duplicity as The Prince frequently
does; rather that work elects to temper
rash actions. Machiavelli states in 1.10
of The Discourses:
ITihose are held to be infamous and
detestable who extirpate religion,
subvert kingdoms and republics,
make war on virtue, on letters, and
any art that brings advantage and
honor to the human race ...
ln The Discourses Machiavelli chooses
truth over dissemblance, venerates religion as a positive institution efficacious in good government, and, perhaps most impo11ant, assens his belief
in the necessity of proper legislation
grounded in morality as the fow1dation
of a republic. With Machiavelli's viewpoint in The Discourses in mind, one
wonders why in The Prince the speaking voice- the advisor to the princewould take such a polar stance. In part,
the answer lies in the fact that Machiavelli was a humruust and, as such, voiced
the preoccupation of this ruling intellectual force with the dialectic between
idealism and reali ty as it pertains to
rhetoric. The ideal is that man's political and social enterptise is based on a
theological or metaphysical plan that

reflects his higher motivation; the reality is that man's baser dtives frequently
take precedence over the ideal. One
must consider, further, that Machiavelli was a satirist.
From antiquity, philosophers have
debated a division between the "ideal"
and the "real," particularly in regard to
rhetoric, with Aristotle drawing a distinction between "matter," which
stresses wisdom and truth, and "form,"
which emphasizes methodology over
ethics. Early Greek rhetors, the sophists, have been criticized for adopting a
one-sided position in the philosophical
question involving ethics versus
method. By arguing for efficacy, often
with victory in debate overriding the
necessity for truth, they stressed eloquence over content. Furthermore, by
approving relativity, sophists validated
actions relative to circumstances,
thereby sanctioning ethics as situational. The Romans enlarged the concept of rhetoric, codifying tecl:uuque in
written as well ac; oral communication.
Through the writings of Augustine (4th5th centuries), the Middle Ages resolved certain pagan tenets with Christianity, approving even for priest<> prescriptions for rhetorical style derived
from the ancients. In the Middle Ages
and Renaissance concern heightened
over the misuse of rhetoric - the use
of eloquence without wisdom.
Perhaps no author of the Renaissance better expresses the humanists'
concern with the misuse of rhetoric
than does Nicco lo di Bernardo dei
Machiavel li (1469-1527) who, while
he did not focus ove1tly on rhetoric in
his works, clearly reveals his knowledge of and interest in the subject.
Machiavelli's most widely read work,
The Prince, on the literal level ironically adheres to certain sophistic rhetorical traditions - the employment of
persuasive techniques grounded in relativity directed towards an individual's
own aggrandizement - even while it
denies various traditions that incorporate ethical suuctures, traditions such
as Christianity, of course, but also the
lengthy tradition of de regimine principum litemture that harks back to Plato
and Aristotle and proffers advice on
how to govern. However, The Prince

goes a step further; it redefines the
philosophical dimensions of humanism in relation to the rhetorical question, revealing Machiavelli's humanism in The Prince as a complex embodiment of the tensions connected
with the question of the ethics of rhetoric as they relate to governing rather
than a one-sided stance encompassing
an either/or situation - the ideal or tl1e
real. One might even assume that by
adopting a "sophistic" point of view on
the literal level of The Prince, Machiavelli, tl1e genuis, through the words of
his advisor to the prince, is able to
adhere to the ancient tradition of sophism, thus maintaining his stated adherence to tradition, expressed in Chapter
6 of The Prince:
[A] prudent man ought always to go
along paths beaten by great men and
imitate tlle most pre-eminent.
Yet through irony and paradox Machiavelli, the author, is able to undercut
the very suggestions made by his advisor to the prince.
A second reason that Machiavelli's
works present divergent postures is that
Machiavelli was a satirist In the genre
of satire a polarity exists between disorder and order; satire works to heal the
rift between the "should be" and the
"is," idealism and reality. By underscoring departures from tlle normative,
the satirist attempts to expose digressions
and
reestablish
order.
Machiavelli's novella, Belfagor, is
reminiscent of the humorous and ironic
stories of Boccaccio and Chaucer;
poems such as "On Fortune," "On
Ingratitude," The Golden Ass," and
otl1ers satirize vatious aspects of society; and his three plays, Andria, Clizia,
and particularly The Mandrake are satiric as well as comedic. While The
Mandrake, compared by critics in a
variety of ways with The Prince, is
satirical on many levels, its subtle
comments on rhetoric are particularly
enlightening in regard to Machiavelli's
stance on that subject in The Prince.
For example, the you ng lover, Callimaco, derives his success from good
rhetorical practices prescribed by Ciceronian tradition - the application of
proper techniques of eloquence coupled
with wisdom, just as the failure of the

cuckolded husband, Nicia, stems from
poor techniques. However, Callimaco's
victory ultimately undermines traditional marriage values, thereby pinpointing the dangers inherent in argument if its purpose is ultimately duplicitous or destructive.
Not only does Machiavelli employ
satirical techniques such as irony and
paradox in his own works, but it should
be noted that he was writing out of a
satirical tradition. A number of satirists
contemporary to MachiaveJli, writers
who were humanists as he was, for
example, Thomas Moore (Utopia),
Rabelais (Gargantua and Pantagruel),
and Erasmus (Education of a Christian
Prince, The Enchiridion, and In Praise
of Folly) were also concerned with good
governance - guidance based on a
moral structure that maintains the interests of the members of the state.
About The Prince Machiavelli, himself, insinuates that the intention of the
work might not have been altogether
solemn. A satirist usually manifests his
satiric intention in some way and his
irony often borders on humor. In a
letter to a fiiend Vettori wiitten in 1513,
Machiavelli refers to The Prince as a
ghiribizzo, a fantasy, whim, or lighthemted diversion. He states:
I.. .have composed a little work On
Princedoms .. .If ever you can find
any of my fantasies pleasing, this
one should not displease you ...
There are reasons to question
Machiavelli's apparent pmpose in The
Prince, his desire to create and perpetuate a principality. First of all, he and his
family had long favored a republican
government. And after the termination
by the Medici family of the Soderini republic that flourished from 1494-1512,
Machiavelli, who had served that republic, was accused of treason toward
the new regime, imprisioned, tortured,
<md ultimately exiled. Yet he parddoxically dedicated The Prince to Lorenzo
de Medici, the ruling member of the
family that ill-treated him! FU!thermme,
subscribing to the concerns of ancient
and contemporary humanists who focused on governing, and witnessing a
comtpted Italy, Machiavelli longed for
leadership that would resuscitate his
country. He had a lengthy tradition of
de regimine principum literature upon
which to assess what constituted good
government, and he believed a republic
would best preserve the state. Furthermore, ironically, the recommendations
of his advisor to the prince suggest
tyranny according to Aristotelian definition, interpreted in the Renaissance
by Egidio Colonna: a tyrant 1) works

toward his own aggrandizement, 2)
employs severity, 3) approves dissemblance, 4) disregards virtue, and 5) uses
religion to his own advantage. Yet
Machiavelli deeded the tyranny that
had debilitated Italy. Finally, d1e choice
of Cesare Borgia as the model for a
leader in The Prince is highly ironic.
Borgia, the son of Pope Alexander VI,
was reported to have been despised,
femed, reckless, violent, untrustwotthy,
and cruel. Throughout his works other
than The Prince, Machiavelli repeatedly undercuts Cesare. And in Chapter
7 of The Prince, itself, Machiavelli
even directs his advisor to the prince
who, after stating Cesare's ability to
govern, depicts as exemplary Cesare's
brutality in the treatment of Ramiro de
Lorqua, a man dedicated to justice.
In the heart of the region he lDe
Lorqua had] established a circuitcowt for civil suits with an outstand
ing judge presiding; each city was
represented by its own lawyer.
The advisor to the prince states that because Cesare feared de Lorqua's influence, he finally had the man "laid out
one morning in two pieces on the public square at Cesena ... " Ironically, by
contrasting de Lorqua's ethical position with Cesare's brutal action, Machiavelli manipulates his advisor to the
prince to inadvertently undercut his
own stated elevation of Cesare.
Throughout critical history, theorists have questioned Machiavelli's
overall intention in writing The Prince,
viewing him as an immoralist, a political scientist, an avid nationalist, almost
a satirist. The work defies consistent
interpretation. However, consistency
would be difficult because the language
raises its own questions; it is self-reflexive. But the language of satirists
often raises doubt<; about its purpo1ted
message. Sometimes it seems devoid
of the morality or sensitivity engendered by received views. The language
of The Prince is frequently fiat and
unemotional when treating subject<; that
demand emotional respon..;;es. ln fact, a
quality of discotmectedness with traditional human reactions exists throughout the work, sometimes demanding a
response of derision, even an ironic
smile for its departure from expectations. For example, in Chapter 8 the
advisor states:
When seizing power a conqueror
ought to examine closely all the
damage he must inflict, and inflict it
all at once so that he is not obliged to
repeat it daily.
The implication is highly ironic that it
is a tiresome "obligation" for the ptince

to have to repeat daily "damage"-enforced subjugation. In tntth, a prince
should be honified at having to repress
his subjects, if not because of his
humanity, because of the ordered tenets of de regimine principum n·adition
that denigrate tyranny. In the same
chapter:
I shall illusn·ate the first method [of
risi ng to power through brutalityj
with two examples .. .I think these
examples suffice for anyone who
might find it necessaty to imitate
them.
The examples expounded by d1e advisor to the prince me bn.ttal and duplicitous, yet the tone of the passage - the
word "suffice," measured against recommendations for mass mw'der and/or
fran·icide - is ludicrous and ftightening because of its lack of emotion.
Furthem10re, the exemplary compatisons that Machiavelli allows his
advisor to the ptince to make in order to
establish a point are frequently ironic.
For exa mple, in Chapter 18 of The
Prince the advisor to the ptince assetts
that a 1uler should a<>sume the nature of
Chiron, a mythological character half
man, half beast:
Ancient writers have taught
princes ... that Achilles and many
other ancient princes were brought
up by the cenraur Chiron, who W<L'> to
nwture and instmct them. Ilaving a
teacher who is half animal and half
man can only use both natures.
He continues that the prince should
embody man's attributes of reason as
wel l as animal instincts of survival;
however, Machiavell i's advisor to the
prince immediately follows this image
wilh one that includes only "ani mal attributes":
Since the lion is powerless againsl
snares and the fox is powerless
against wolves, one must be a fox to
n~cognize snares and a lion to frighten
away wolves.
Even though the second image divides
rea<;on and in.<>tinct for survival m; does
the first, reason dete1iorates to the cunrting of the fox. Not only is irony apparent in the ab<L<>ement of the word, itself;
but irony is obvious in regard to the
medieval-renaissance world view. Reason separated man fi·om beast allowing
him to advance and to snive for his potential. Machiavelli's ploy is subtle and
ironic - by eliminating the ptince's
categorical association with mankind,
he demotes the piince in the hierarchical scheme.
As if to highlight the fact that "cut"
Sec MACHIAVELLI on page 9

Titian, Prince of Painters
Diane Lesko, Ph.D.
Senior Curator, Museum of Fine Arts, St. Petersburg, Florida

For the past three
months a remarkable exhibition of
fifty paintings by
Tiziane Vecelli (c.
1490-1576), whose
name is anglicized
as Titian, has been
on view at the National Gallety of Art
in Washington, D.C.
This major historical undertaking, titled
"Titian, Prince of Painters," celebrates
the quincentenaty of Titian's bitth. The
exhibition opened at the Palazzo D ucale in Venice; it is the f1rst significant
showing of the artist's work since a
1935 exhibition in Venice and the only
large showing of his paintings to ever
have been seen in the United States.
Titian worked during tl1e Italiru1 High
Renaissance, at a time when the artist's
position in society was elevated from
the level of craftsman to one of significant importance and respect. During a
career that spanned more than six decades, his great talent was applauded
and supported and he became titled,
internationally famous, and wealthy.
Through genius and diligence his art
epitomizes
the
humanism
of
civilization's highest aspirations.
He settled in Venice, leader of the
Meditemmean and gateway to the Orient. During the fifteenth centllly Venice was at the height of its power; by the
sixteenth, some strength waned, but it
retained irs independence and importance as an mt center. It was in Venice,
with its soft light and shimmering haze,
that for Titian color was seen as
painting's most impOitant component.
Trained by Bellini and Giorgione,
Titian leamed so well that the degree of
his patticipation in their later works is
still conjecture. But he also developed
his own vision. It is Titian who established oil on canvas as the most important medium of our pictorial tradition,
thus replacing centuries of painting on
wood panel. He painted, with equal
concentration and fascination, rei igious and mythological subject<;. In 1538
a commission to paint the Duke of
Urbina's mistress resulted in the \lemt.•;
of Urbino (Florence, Uffizi Gallery).
With the te finement of this motif - a
nude form stretching across the fateground of the pictllle - Titian developed a type that became popular for

centuries.
knighted tile anist and commissioned
Despite the range and variety of his
pictwes of himself, his family, and his
subject matter, during his lifetime Ticourt. Approximately one hundred portian was known primarily for his portmits make it possible to follow tl1e detraits. His friend and biographer, Giorvelopment of Titian's style over a sixty
gio Vasari, noted the an·ay of commisyear period, from tl1e first po1traits,
sions, which included most of the pocharactetized as "grandiose beings,"
litical, religious, and cultural elite of
with "the fearless affi1mation of pure
realistic energy," to the late works with
the century, "There was almost no
famous lord, nor prince, nor great lady,
their "imptessionistic quality of painwho was not painted by Titian." The
terliness effected with rapid and insisartist's "Who's Who" includes the emtent bmshstrokes in which the form is
devalued in favor of light."
pemr Charles V, l(jng Philip II of Spain,
Whether painting in the 1530s or the
Queen Mary of Hungary, and Pope
1560s, Titian used oil on canvas for
Paul III. The list also includes T itian's
good friend and advisor, tile writer expressing the effects of color, light,
and atmosphere. Multi-layers of transPietro Aretina, whose likenesses grace
lucent glazes, applied in consort with a
the Frick Museum in New York City
vivid palette, produced pictures of
(1548) and the Pitti Palace in Fl01ence
dazzling intensity and richness. With
(1545).
brushstrokes plainly visible on the
Aretina wrote to tile Grand Duke
weave of the canvas, sensuous shapes
Cosima De' Medici of his pOitrait by
Titian at the Pitti
as
an
image
"which breathes,
whose
pulse
t11robs and spirit
moves in the way
I do in life." He
also wrote of
Titian's "sense of
things
in his
brush."
Obviously, it was not
only the physical
appearance, but
tile psychological
peculiatities of the
sitter, as well as
the social rank and
political standing
that Titian captured. Through his
bmsh the essence
of his ftiend's very
being was reconstmcted: "the 'terrible wonder' of
an intellectual and
moral tem perament implacably
revealed: a perTitian (1477/90-1576), Pietro Aretina. 1l1c Frick Collection, New York.
sonality , in this
case, of emotional violence, of an irtook fonn as if by magic. Yet in fact he
revetent and conosi ve intelligence."
worked and reworked his canvases.
T itian's talents were recognized by For example, X-radiographs of Venus
Atetino begimu ng in tile early 1530s. with a Mirror (Washington, D.C. NaOfficial recognition dates from 1533
tional Gallety of Art) reveal that the
when Ouu-les V, who posed for the famous portrait that hangs in the Prado, See TITIAN on page 9

Aretino . .. Scourge of Princes
James K. McCorkle, M.D.

Now, in the Frick Collection on 62nd
Street in New York there is a scurrilous
old bastard by the name of Pietro
Aretino. That he was a bastard seems
probable but then in the Renaissance
bastardy was not insufferable if it
seemed possible that the father was of
distinguished bi1th. No matter, since
Aretino himself admitted to having the
heart of a king. Judged a reprobate by
some, Aretino was the original public
relations man, a hired gun who might
extol a character and perhaps later
destroy hin1. One c1itic might call him
11 Divino at one time and then, with a
change of fortune, he would become an
unmentionable piece of excrement.
Wandering through the Frick, one
rounds a corner and suddenly, seen
through an archway, is Titian's magnificent portrait of Aretino; as the great
poet Ariosto described, " ... il, flagello

and look. One can stare as wished without being rude, study and read his face,
sense the power and great energy,
heavy, but a body of iron, a trace of a
Komodo Dragon in his expression.
As of yesterday, he might have been
described as a monster but human or
that of a human but a monster. As of
today, in our cynical way, as in the
cinquecento, we might say that he
suggests a valiant of the nom1 for vice
and virtue. One might, as a Captain in
the Royal Navy be judged "a good old
bastard" or perhaps the opposite.
A penniless young man, Aretino
came to Rome in 1516 in the service of
Agostino Chigi, the Sienese banker who
was a self-made man of immense fortune and huge appetites. Even the gorgeous court of Pope Leo X was not
beyond compalison. The affluence of
the Chigi menage was an overwhelming inspiration to
young Pietro who
was now surrounded by treasures,
painting,
tapestries
and
even the Raphaeldesigned stables.
Here the Pope was
entertained. On
one Papal visit,
after dining on the
loggia, the silver
dishes and tableware were thrown
into the Tiber to
demonstrate
Chigi's wealth.
(Although he was
not so stupid as to
neglect a net under the surface for
later retrieval). A
receptive young
man is easily
swayed.
Later moving
on to the Papal
court, Pietro lived
fully,
vigorously
Marcantonio Raimondi, PortraiJ of Aretino. Engraving, Bibliothequc Nalionale, Paris.
and uproariously,
dei Principi, il divino Pietro" - the
hunting, fishing and sporting with all
Scourge of Princes. Dressed in the
the buffoonery and vulgar wit that made
luxurious splendors of his desires, finthe court of Leo X just the place and
est furs, rich fabrics with a massive
time for a young man of such dynamic
appetites.
gold chain from Francis I - without a
Now it so happened that an antique
doubt a personage of more than considerable substance. So, stand a minute
statue had turned up on the Piazza Na-

vona,
apparently
bearing a resemblance to Pasquin, a
dour and bittertongued schoolmaster of days gone by,
so the statue, too,
came to be called
Pasquin. The statue
had become the recipient, like a bulletin board, of learned and pedantic
writings of the time. These Pasquinades
were notes on Papal politics, governmental affairs, philosophic reflections,
altogether dull to Aretino. A bit later,
excavation at the Campus Martius
turned up another similar antiquity
which was appropriately named Marfario. Fanciful loaded questions and dialogues then took place between the
two, similar to our own "letters to the
Editor". These exchanges really set
Aretino on fire as he could exploit the
freedom of the press to his own uses
and spreading his name over all Europe, in addition to indulging in political intrigues and trouble. By the time of
the death of Leo X in 1524, by means of
his letters and articles, Aretino had attained a rather fearsome stature so that
in politics it was much preferred to be
on his "good side" rather than to be tom
apart by half truths, lampoons, scorn
and ridicule. The election of the successor to the Pope was a great time for
political maneuvering but for some
reasons, Aretino was unable to sway
the College of Cardinals away from
their almost treasonable task of electing a non-Italian, Adrian of Utrecht.
This turmoil was resolved by Adrian's
early and untimely death and the succession by Pietro's old buddy Clement
VII, a Medici.
Always a man of wide vision, Pietro
became involved in an extra ineligious
episode of interest. Perhaps Raphael himself - but certainly his apprentice
GiuUo Romano, the painter- had come
up with 16 portraits of the positions
common to ItaUan lovers, not all 10 up
and 10 down. This in itself was not too
unusual, but Marcantonio Raimondi,
an engraver of excellence, had made a
folio followed shortly by a second
edition. This time an inspired Aretina
threw together, as he said, "Sonnetti
lussoriosi," sonnets of lechery, with a
sonnet for each of the 16 plates. Actu-

ally, these were verses of doggerel and
pe1haps to us not too sp1ightly, but unpleasantly scatologic and dull. On this
side of T ampa Bay, the engravings
themselves might be labelled L' amore
delle due salsicce. But, as Aretina the
joumalist said, these are the truths; the
equivalent of the four-letter words are
the spoken truths and if some of the
figures might bear a likeness to certain
well-known gentlemen and courtesans,
so be it. Understandingly, this modern
style of joumalism did not appeal to the
intJigue department of the Papal household so that Marcantonio was thrown
into p1ison for a' tenn and Aretina found
it expedient to leave the city without
delay. This was in 1525 so it can be
seen that his career since arriving in
1516 was dynamic, to say the least.
While there was some evidence of his
writing in 1512, the genesis of his fame
in Rome was meteoric for a young man
barely out of his twenties. The daily
dialogues of Pasquin and MrufoJio, increasing in both vimlence and popularity, were continually dishing out the
ornate rubbish of the day. How Aretina
had, in addition, managed prolific letters and papers in add ition to his social
hobbies was a tJibute to his energy.
His well -publicized letters to personages of prominence, noblemen and
kings had given him a reputation that
preceded his anival in Venice in 1527.
While again penniless at the time of
arrival, within three months he h ad
become a frie nd and agent of Titian,
Sansovino and others. Certainly Madison A venue would have been impressed. His letters of tribute and praise
dedicated to gn!at men gave him financial rewards and pensions, of course,
after hi s req uesting, wheedling and
scrounging for them. But all this paid
off whether in golden scudi or in baskets of fm it, ga me, etc. As examples
the Archbishop of Pisa had sent him "a
cloak of cloth imbedded w ith gold,
there was never anytlung finer." King
Francis I of Fr<mce had sent him an 8 lb.
golden chain (which can be seen in his
portrait). Life was good !
By happy circumstances, he had left
before the Sack of Rome in 1527. In
Venice he found the city of his love.
This great independent metropolis was
the jewel of all Europe, a city of wealth
when others were poor, a free city, a
free press that enabled him to exploit
others, and a city in which about one of
every ten women was a comtesan. J-le
maintained a perpetual open house; in
addition to his stable of ladies, impoverished people of good grace were welcomed with bed and board. His gener-

osity was astounding and he immensely
enjoyed his beneficence. Whether tl'lis
was for tl1e joy of living, giving or to
sustain his own ego or all three was a
question. The pensions squeezed from
his clients were usually adequate,
helped by what we may call a mild type
of blackmail. Giovanni Medici, a most
liberal man had said, "1 yield to no man
in generosity, unless it be Messer Pietro, when he has the means." His
generosity was always spread out for
Titian, for many years his warm mutual
friend, dining together almost nightly,
at times, with notables of tl1e day, in
arts, literature or in intellect. With his
skill he obtained commissions for Titian in Venice and elsewhere and was
not only a comrade and companion but
an able negotiator for him and many
other artists as well.
Inte restingly, tl1e more well-known
Francois Rabelais was a slightly later
contemporary with somewhat parallel
reactions to tl1e milieu - satirists poking fun at politics and pedants, the
church, justice and education. Pietro
was less humanistic with his bombastic
vitriol having a more shallow base, a
prototype for the journalist of a selfserving type. Both of them in younger
days had donned a monkish habit,
Rabelais as a Benedictine Brother and
Pietro a Capuchin for a short while.
Both received gifts from Francis I of
France, Rabelais his freedom of speech
and Aretina a golden chain - satisfying to both. As far as known, the two
had never met since Aretina had left
Rome unde r duress prior to tlle sack
and Rabelais had visited tllere a few
times after the tragedy.
So life rolled along in a joyful manner: Venice, the people, the intellectual
stimuli, the ladies, the food, productive
of a copious stream of letters and articles, all volumi nous, toiUtous in style
witl1 superlati ves and embellishments.
Since his earlier days in Rome, he had
written "Sunday school articles" and,
simultaneously, vulgarities as a journalist since he felt tllis was tlle truth in
life. Considen~d to be his greatest work,
La Cortigiana, a comedy, was the fi1st
drama that portrayed life as it was, a
comedy of realism, a lampoon of the
good and bad. Apparently most of his
other works - comedies, poems, obscenities, religious traclc; - were done
witllout too much moralizing or feeling, but he was the first in our Europem1
culture to present life as a speculum
asinorurn as it really was.
The life and times of Areti na rather
epitomizes the spirit m1d essence of tl1e
cultural phenomenon we call the Ren-

aissance. The explosive brilliance of
thought and action established a new
platform of development Only a few
dozen individuals had become the catalysts in this substrate of history.
Some said that Pietro Aretina died
of apoplexy caused by laughing at his
own jokes.

EVENTS

Piano & Paint
In past years, SAPL presented to its
members and friends an annual program of music or local art. TI1is year,
on October 20th, we did both simultaneously. The talented husband and
wife, four-handed piano team of Nishan
and Chihi.ro Aghababian gave a splendid and sparkling recital. The extraordinary canvases of the Outlaw series
were exhibited by artist Christopher
Drake. Topped off with a delightful
buffet, it was a most pleasant Sunday
evening. The committee members must
be thanked for their contributions and Jeny Notaro for his skiUs at hanging the large canvases.
OFFICERS
James R. Gillespie
President
Bruce Marger
Vice President
Corey Coughlin
Teasurer
Rita S. Gould
Secretary
DIRECTORS
Don Baldwin
Marion U. Ballard
Molly Barnes
Oscar Blasingame
Shi rley M. Davis
Barbara Bowman Donegan
Niela M. Eliason
El izabetl1 Haslam
Catherine Heron
Earl R. Jacobs
Marci Jacobs
Katlleri ne A. Lake
Sue O'Hearn
James K. McCorkle, M.D., Editor
Fran Risser
Ann Sackett
Sally Poynter Spector
A nne Von Rosenstiel
W illiam I I. Walker
William P. Wallace
Anet Willingham

MACHIAVELLI

from page 5

of paradox and irony are working, he
points out that artistic elements such as
irony and paradox undermine the recommendations for immorality and tyranny made by the advisor to the prince.
One cannot deny that on a politicaU
historical level The Prince may be interpreted as a "science of politics" as
various critics, particularly of the nineteenth century, deemed it On this level,
it may also be viewed as the "sophistic"
expression of eloquence without the
wisdom of accepted traditions, a methodology for tyranny, a working out of
the humanist's fears of the misuse of
rhetoric - the possibility of language
in cogent disguise to do great hann.
However, on a literary level the work
may also be interpreted as an artistic
endeavor that employs metorical technique in the form of irony and paradox
to undercut its overt message. Art
contradicts the unethical recommendations of the work. Thus, The Prince
becomes far more than an either/or
argument for idealized actions or for
the reality of efficacy. By proposing
negative and positive propositions in
regard to traditional morality, Machiavelli presents instead an embodiment
of all the tensions inherent in the rhetorical question, tensions that were
recognized and debated by humanists.
Humanism, itself, becomes redefined
as an incorporation of critical thought
embracing polarities. It is the literary
level of the work that vindicates Machiavelli, affirming his intention of preserving the state according to a moral
structure. As if to verify his yearning
for ethical standards, in a letter written
six years before his death to his friend
Guicciardini, with words reminiscent
of Dante, who through literature descended into the Inferno in order to
ascend to redemption, Machiavelli
affirms his belief in the possibility of
learning good through evil. Mankind
must descend throu1¥t the depths of sophistic logic before he is properly prepared to ascend to an ordered morality.
In The Prince Machiavelli graphically
delineates depanures from traditional
norms so that those deviations may be
exposed and therby exorcized. Machiavelli writes:
I believe the true way of going to
Paradise [is] to learn the road to Hell
in order to avoid it.. .I can easily conjecture how much of it [paradise] a
good man would have who in truth
and not in pretense continued to tread
muddy places like St Francis.

TITIAN

from page 6

artist first used the canvas horizontally
for a double portrait He then turned it
vertically and depicted Venu~ dressed
in a white shift. Later he pamted out
this composition to show the present
nude goddess. In an eyewitne~s account, Titian's pupil Palma I1 G10vane
describes the master's working habits ...

He used to sketch in his pictures with
a great mass of colors, which serve
as a base for the compositions ... he
used to tum his pictures to the wall
and leave them there without looking at them for several months .. .In
this way, working on the figures and
revising them, he gradually covered
those quintentessential forms with
living flesh ... But the final stage of
his last retouchi ng involved his
moderating here and there the brightest highlights by rubbing them with
his fingers .. .In the last stages he
painted more with his fingers than
his brushes.
Titian often had four or more pictures in progress. Given the large
number he completed and their size
(large scale commissions called for
stitching several canvases together), a
major workshop like Rubens's would
be expected. Yet although many young
painters worked in Titian's studio, th~
master had no true followers. Ventun
observed that Titian did not actually
instruct, but each pupil learned what he
could. And whJie students might approximate the style, there is a distinct
difference between the production of
Titian's workshop and the personal pictures he executed for his patrons. What
students could not duplicate was his
brushwork and application of pigment.
When it came to Titian's technique,
the nineteenth-century French painter
Eugene Delacroix, who was a fervent
admirer of Venetian painting, admitted
defeat: "the touch is so difficult to
see ... the hand .. . so completely concealed, that the steps he took to arrive at
such perfection remain a mystery."
Today sophisticated developments
in conservation analysis enable us to
understand much more. A major conservation program, begun in 1970 and
still underway, has shed critical light
on Titian's technique, the structure of
his pigments and binders, and the effects of restorations conducted over a
number of centuries. This fascinating
information, achieved through microscopic and microchemical analysis of
paint layers and computerized infrared
reflectography, is presented in detailed
reports at the back of the exhibition
catalogue, Titian, Prince of Painters.
Although Titian's art was never duplicated, his legacy spans the centuries
that follow his death in 1576 from the
plague. From Poussin, Rubens, Ren:brandt, Velasquez, Goya, and Delacro1x
to the Impressionists and Cezanne,
Titian's influence on Western art is all
but inestimable.
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Society for the Advancement of The Poynter Library
Dues Renewal Notice
Your membership entitles you to
- Free appraisal of rare books or other documents
- Free copies of newsletter
-~~

- Participation in activities sponsored by the Library and
its Society for Advancement of Poynter Library
- On-line bibliographic searching service at reduced cost.

'

.

'

Please indicate the category of membership
for which you wish to apply.
__ USF Students . . .. $10.00 minimum annual donation
__ Active . . . ... . .... $20.00 minimum annual donation
__ Family ......... . $35.00 minimum annual donation
__ Full Service .. . ... $50.00 minimum annual donation
__ Patron . .. . . ..... $100.00 m inimum annual donation
__ Corporate ....... $500.00 minimum annual donation
__ Life . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. ... donation of $1,000 or more

Name
Address
City/State/Zip - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Borrowing privileges desired _ _ Yes _ _ No (Full Service or above)
Please send this form with your donation to Treasurer, Society for Advancement of Poynter Library, University of
South Florida, 140 7th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701. Checks should be made payable to USF Foundation i6v
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